How To Ethically
Steal Wall Street's
Best Kept Secret:
Using Algos for
Massive Profits
For years, Algo Trading has been one of Wall Street’s best kept secrets. It’s
allowed big institutional investors to make billions in trading profits. But
recently, this same type of trading has become available to retail traders.
Algo Traders use special computer programs that make split-second
trading decisions for them. The rules are set beforehand and the algorithm
simply follows the rules to know when the best time to buy and sell is. It
gives traders an immense edge since it removes all emotion from trading.
Download this free ebook to learn more and find out how you can
harness the power of Algo Trading too.

After reading this you will know...
● What Algorithmic “Algo” Trading is and why it’s one of the best kept
secrets on Wall Street to this day.
● How one Algo Trader has outperformed Warren Buffet, Peter Lynch
and Ray Dalio since 1988 with avg. annual returns of 66%.
● A brief history on how Algorithms disrupted Wall Street to the point
where now 80% of all trades are now made by computers.
● Why human emotions are one of the biggest risks in trading (and how
Algo Trading can help to completely remove that risk).
● How to choose an Algo Trading Strategy (which questions to ask
when deciding whether to build or buy your own).

Free Instant Download!

Webinar Promo Emails
Promo Email 1 - From math teacher to 36th richest in the world
Alt Subject: How Algo Trading made this man a multi-billionaire

From: ATE Team
Hi ~Contact.FirstName~,
Before Jim Simons got into trading he was making a modest living as a
college math professor.
Today he’s worth $23.5 billion and in the top 40 richest people in the
world.
But what’s even more remarkable than that is how he did it…
You see, Simons approached the market in a completely different way
than everyone else.
He didn’t rely on intuition, instinct or trading experience...
Instead he used cutting edge technology called Algorithmic Trading or
“Algo Trading” as insiders call it.
Algo Trading is where you program a computer algorithm to automatically
place trades for you based on predefined rules.
This allows you to remove all human emotion from trading. And so it’s no
surprise why it gives traders such an edge.
Algo Trading is one of Wall Street’s best kept secrets.
But up until recently it hasn’t been accessible to retail “Main Street”
traders.
However, that’s all changed thanks to new technological innovations which
has made Algo Trading accessible for everyday traders.
We’re going to do a special webinar training on Algo Trading.
CLICK HERE to reserve your spot now.
In the webinar you’ll discover:

● The current state of Algo Trading and why 80% of all trades placed today
are placed by computers (and what implications this has for traders going
forward).
● How Jim Simons disrupted Wall Street by essentially “cracking the code” of the
market (and how this resulted in an average annual gain of 66% since 1988).
● Why it’s critical to be aware of the popular myths floating around about
how Algo Trading works. If you’re not aware of these, it’s easy to lose a lot
of money.
● The pros and cons of buying a done-for-you Algo Trading system vs building your
own (This will help you make a better decision about how to get started with Algo
Trading).
● The exciting new opportunity Algo Trading presents to retail traders. And
why if you get into Algo Trading now you’ll be 5-10 years ahead of the
curve.
You don’t want to miss this one!
>> CLICK HERE now to reserve your spot.
- The Algo Trading Team

Promo Email 2 - May 11, 1997 “Man v Computer”
Alt Subject: Man vs Computer: The Billion-Dollar Chess Match
From: ATE Team
Hi ~Contact.FirstName~,
On May 11, 1997 in New York City, world chess champion, Garry
Kasparov, sat down to play Deep Blue, IBM’s supercomputer.
It would go down as one of the most famous chess games in history as
the world’s best human player lost to a computer after just 19 moves.

Meanwhile, across town there was another “man vs computer” game
being played -- this one on Wall Street.
It was Jim Simons’ trading supercomputer vs the best hedge fund
managers in the world.
And the computer was winning this game too as evidenced by the fact
Simons was at that time, the “world’s highest paid fund manager.”
But the crazy part is that he never made any trades himself…
Instead he programmed his computer to abide by certain trading rules -rules that would never be compromised by human emotions -- and then he
let the computer loose on Wall Street and it ate everybody’s lunch!
Computer trading aka “Algo Trading” revolutionized Wall Street. After that
hedge funds raced to develop their own trading algorithms, which
generated billions for them.
Meanwhile, retail traders were left in the dark about this. For nearly 20
years it remained a closely guarded Wall Street secret…
However, this has recently all changed as Algo Trading has burst on the
retail trading scene.
Now, thanks to new technological innovations, everyday “Main Street”
traders can now get in on Algo Trading.
We’re going to do a special webinar training all about this.
CLICK HERE to reserve your spot now.
In the webinar you’ll discover:
● The current state of Algo Trading and why 80% of all trades placed today
are placed by computers (and what implications this has for traders going
forward).

● How Jim Simons disrupted Wall Street by essentially “cracking the code” of the
market (and how this resulted in an average annual gain of 66% since 1988).
● Why it’s critical to be aware of the popular myths floating around about
how Algo Trading works. If you’re not aware of these, it’s easy to lose a lot
of money.
● The pros and cons of buying a done-for-you Algo Trading system vs building your
own (This will help you make a better decision about how to get started with Algo
Trading).
● The exciting new opportunity Algo Trading presents to retail traders. And
why if you get into Algo Trading now you’ll be 5-10 years ahead of the
curve.
You don’t want to miss this one!
>> CLICK HERE now to reserve your spot.
- The Algo Trading Team
To your success,
The Algo Trading Team

Promo Email 3 - Algo Trading Webinar [Last Chance]
Alt Subject: Reminder to register for the Algo Trading Webinar
From: ATE Team
Hi ~Contact.FirstName~,
Just a quick reminder to reserve your spot for the special webinar training
we’re doing on DATE titled:
How To Ethically Steal Wall Street's Best
Kept Secret To Generate Massive Profits

If you’re curious to see how Algo Trading works and how you can use it to
have what some say is “the ultimate trading edge” then don’t miss this!
In this powerful webinar you’ll discover:
● The current state of Algo Trading and why 80% of all trades placed today
are placed by computers (and what implications this has for traders going
forward).
● How Jim Simons disrupted Wall Street by essentially “cracking the code” of the
market (and how this resulted in an average annual gain of 66% since 1988).
● Why it’s critical to be aware of the popular myths floating around about
how Algo Trading works. If you’re not aware of these, it’s easy to lose a lot
of money.
● The pros and cons of buying a done-for-you Algo Trading system vs building your
own (This will help you make a better decision about how to get started with Algo
Trading).
● The exciting new opportunity Algo Trading presents to retail traders. And
why if you get into Algo Trading now you’ll be 5-10 years ahead of the
curve.
CLICK HERE to reserve your spot now.
To your success,
The Algo Trading Team

Webinar Signup Page
LIVE Webinar - DATE

How To Ethically Steal Wall
Street's Best Kept Secret To
Generate Massive Profits

Algo Trading for Beginners
Why Algo Trading
Since 1988 Jim Simons has generated average annual returns of 66%
and over $100 billion in trading profits. He’s outperformed Warren
Buffet, Peter Lynch and Ray Dalio. But what’s even more impressive
than his results is the fact that he doesn’t actually place his own trades.
Instead he uses something called algorithmic trading -- or ‘Algo
Trading,’ as insiders call it. It’s a strategy built on the idea that the best
way to beat the market is to remove all emotion by using algorithms to
trade for you.
Algo Traders use special computer programs that make split-second
trading decisions for them. The rules are set beforehand and the

algorithm simply follows the rules to know when the best time to buy and sell is.
For years, Algo Trading has been one of Wall Street’s best kept secrets that has allowed big
institutional investors to make billions of dollars in trading profits. But recently, this same type of
trading has become available to retail traders.
However, the average trader is not even aware of what Algo Trading is or how it can give them
such a big edge. And that’s what this webinar is all about. To educate you on the exciting
opportunity that Algo Trading provides and how to get started in it.

In this webinar you’ll discover:
●

The current state of Algo Trading and why 80% of all trades placed today are
placed by computers (and what implications this has for traders going forward).

●

How Jim Simons disrupted Wall Street by essentially “cracking the code” of the market
(and how this resulted in an average annual gain of 66% since 1988).

●

Why it’s critical to be aware of the popular myths floating around about how Algo
Trading works. If you’re not aware of these, it’s easy to lose a lot of money.

●

The pros and cons of buying a done-for-you Algo Trading system vs building your own
(This will help you make a better decision about how to get started with Algo Trading).

●

The exciting new opportunity Algo Trading presents to retail traders. And why if
you get into Algo Trading now you’ll be 5-10 years ahead of the curve.
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